Rodewald (1969, 1971 ) and Devino considered the effect of taxes and financing upon investment decisions, but their incomplete treatment of income taxes produces a valuation formula which will result in incorrect investment decisions* A more recent paper by Harris and Nehring considered the impact of farm size on the bidding potential for agricultural land. Like
Rodewald and Devino, they adjusted the income stream for taxes, but did not incorporate individual income tax rates in the discount rate used for computing present values. Consequently they concluded that the pro gressivity of individual income tax rates puts high-tax-bracket individ uals at a competitive disadvantage in bidding for the perpetual income stream produced by agricultural land.
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the effect of income tax rates upon the present value of income streams subject to normal income taxes and to describe how income tax effects may be incorporated into general valuation formulas. The next section discusses the relation between present value analysis and bid price models and notes some practical limitations of the latter. Subsequent sections describe how risk can be correctly incorporated in present value calculations, how normal income taxes affect present values, and how the availability of tax-exempt municipal bond interest affects the present value of taxable income streams and limits the optimum level of taxable investment income.
The conclusions are summarized in the final section.
Investment Decision Models
Two different investment decision models are contained in the papers mentioned above. The simpler of the two is that used by Rodewald;
In it one computes the present value of the after-tax income stream provided by an asset and purchases it only if that present value is greater than or equal to the cost of the asset.
The bid price model used by Harris and Nehring provides a con siderably broader framework for investment decisions. They also compute a present value (using a risk-free discount rate), but the investment decision is not made solely on the basis of that present value. An investor's bid price also depends on: the risk associated with the considered income stream, the investor's preferences regarding risk, the riskiness of the investor's existing portfolio, and the covariance between the return on presently held assets and the return provided by the considered asset. The choice of the appropriate risky discount rate is guided by the principle that it should indicate the rate of return available on assets containing the same degree of risk as the considered Investment.
Since the variance of net income from farmland depends on such factors as the chosen cropping pattern and the amount of insurance purchased, the appropriate risky discount rate may vary among investors planning different uses of the land. The appropriate rate may be difficult to estimate precisely, but as Hirschleifer (1961, p. 118) has noted, the risky discount rate "is at least more of an observable magnitude than the abstract riskless rate of interest". Since the general level of prices is unstable, riskfree investments would exist only if some assets were both free of default risk and were effectively indexed against purchasing power risk. Currently, the riskless interest rate cannot be observed, but a wide range of risky rates are visible.
Income Taxes and Present Values
The above procedure recommende4 by Hirshleifer abstracts completely from income taxes; the expected income stream and the discount rate he discusses are both in gross-of-tax terms. This section shows that taxes may be safely ignored only when valuing' an income stream which is both perpetual and is subject to only normal income taxes. If the income stream is finite in time or'if special-income tax features such as accelerated depreciation, capital gains, tax credits, etc., apply to it, I then the individual's tax rate does affect present values and must be applied to both the income stream and the discount rate. Since the optinium portfolio contains Y2^tt of taxable investment income, the asset producing tt will be substituted for previously held assets producing taxable income at the rate r°. Therefore, municipal bond holders whose optimum taxable investment Income level is as large as n will value tt as highly as do lower tax bracket Individuals.
However, those investors for whom tt > Y^will attach a lower present value to tt than will lower bracket individuals. Consider first those individuals for whom = 0 because their wage and salary income alone puts them In the tax bracket where the highest after-tax return on invested equity is obtained from municipal bonds, paying rate r . This rate is the after-tax opportunity cost of capital for them and is the appropriate discount rate for valuing after-tax returns
Since in this tax bracket r > r (1-t), using r^as the discount rate will cause their valuation of tt to be less than that of lower tax bracket Individuals. To match their valuations, the after-tax oppor tunity cost of capital would have to be the lower rate r°(l-t).
If the municipal bond holder's optimal level of taxable Investment income is positive but less than tt, his valuation of tt will lie between the two cases just considered. The excess of Tr(l-t) over Y2(l-t) will be discounted at rate r^and these investors' valuations will also fall below those of persons in lower tax brackets.
The conclusion is that municipal bond holders' valuations of taxable income streams will be less than other individuals' valuations if acquisition of the taxable income stream would raise their taxable investment income above the optimum. Whether this is the case depends largely on the municipal bond holder's level of taxable wage and salary income. If this is'high, then optimal taxable investment income is low, and large taxable income streams will be valued less by them than by others.
The existence of an upper bound on the optimum level of taxable income an investor will want to receive (before investing in municipals) has been previously recognized by Dean and Carter. In their analysis of the effect of income taxes upon the optimum size of unincorporated firms operating in an industry where economies of scale exist, they recognized that, because of progressive tax-rates and the availability of tax-exempt interest, individuals find that beyond a limit the after-tax return from expanded farm size is less than the municipal r a t e .
However, Dean and Carter (p. 762, and note 12) also argued that this limit may be circumvented by the use of debt. In their scenario, Consequently, some municipal bond holders will find taxable income streams unattractive because of this limit.
Summary and Conclusions
One of the principal conclusions of this analysis is that the progres- Although most investors may safely ignore income tax rates in the significant special case of farmland valuation, this analysis indicates that asset valuation should generally be conducted in net-of-tax terms.
To correctly value non-perpetual income streams and assets qualifying for special tax consideration, it is necessary to adjust both the income stream and the discount rate for the effect of individual income tax rates.
FOOTNOTES
A I am grateful to Duane G. Harris for his helpful comments during several stages of the preparation of this paper and to Neil E. Harl for directing me to the appropriate legal references and assisting in the citation of those references. Two anonymous reviewers' connnents on a previous draft were also quite helpful. The author accepts the usual responsibility for any remaining errors.
1. The concept of risk-equivalent classes of assets is discussed by class, it must provide r°dollars of gross-of-tax returns to each (equity and debt) dollar invested.
4. The net-of-expression is less simple if part of the return is growth.
Since allowing for income growth over time complicates the exposition of this section without charging the results, I assume henceforth that the income stream considered is not expected to grow over time.
5. The omission of the special treatment of capital gains in this formula is justified by the' assumption that the investor expects to retain the asset (in his family) indefinitely, 6 , If this prohibition did not exist, individuals in high tax brackets could earn arbitrage profits by borrowing money, deducting the interest from taxable income, and investing the loan proceeds in tax-exempt municipal bonds, 7, Neither the IRS nor the courts have specified how quickly debt must be retired to avoid invoking 265(2), but the Illinois
Terminal Railroad Col case demonstrates that indefinite con tinuance of debt is not permitted.
